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Introduction. Kwun and Szczarba [3.] established a sum theorem
for Whitehead torsion of homotopy equivalence. Their theorem is
stated as follows.
Sum Theorem. Let f" X--.Y be the sum of cellular maps fl" X1
YI and f" X- Y., where X= XI U X2, and Y Y [3 Y. are finite cell
complexes. Suppose tha$ Xo- X X is 1-connected, and that f, f
and fo- f Xo (= f Xo) are homotopy equivalences. Then f is a homotopy equivalence and

r(f) ]1. r( f) + ], v( fi.),
where ]." Wh (Y)-oWh (,Y) (i= 1, 2).
Recently, Hosokawa [1] has generalized this theorem to the case
of X0 being non-simply connected. Indeed, for this general case he
obtained the following equality
r(f) ], r( f) + ]=. r( f=) ]o. r( fo)
where ]0." Wh (zrY0)-Wh (Y). His proof is accomplished by a geometric idea.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the definition of Whitehead
torsion and to prove the generalized sum theorem by making use of
the torsions in the extended sense.
For details on the notions of Whitehead group and torsion, we
refer the reader to Whitehead [5] and Milnor [4].
1. Let (K, L) be a pair consisting of a finite, connected CWcomplex K, and a subcomplex L which is a deformation retract of K.
The torsion v(K, L) of the pair (K, L) is defined as an element of the
Whitehead group Wh ( K), using the chain complex of the universal
covering complex of (K, L) [4].
Now let G be a normal subgroup of //-K. Then there exists
a regular covering p" (/, ,)-(K, L) such that p.(:/)-G. IIo-z/G
operates freely on (K,L), and therefore C(K,L) is a free Z[II]module. Since L is a deformation retract of K, the chain complex
C(K, L) is acyclic.
Let e,..., e denote the q-cells of K--L. For each i, choose a
representative cell of K lying over e,. Then c-(x,
) can be
considered as a basis for the Z[//o]-module C(K, L). By these prefer-
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red bases, the torsion vC(K, L)e Wh (H)can be defined. It is easy to
see that this torsion does not depend on the choice of the representative cells
Definition. vC(K, L) e Wh (//0) will be called the torsion of a pair
(K, L) relative o G, and denoted by v(K, L).
Note that v(K, L)-v(K, L) when G is unit.
Now, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let (K, L) be as above. And let p" (, L)-*(K, L),
p"(K’, L’)--.(K, L) be regular coverings corresponding to normal subgroups G, G’ of II-zK respectively. Furthermore we assume G G’,
and let g." Wh(//)-*Wh (Ha,) be the homomorphism induced by the
natural homomorphism g" II--.II,. Then. we have
g.r(K, L)-ra,(K, L).
Proof. Since p.(I/)=-Gc G’=p.(rl’), there exists a (regular)
covering map 9" (K, L)-.(K’, L’) such that p’ =p [2]. Hence, for
the q-cells e,
e of K-L, there exist
Z[//]-basis (,
) for C(K, L)
-’
and
’) for C(K’, L’)
Z[//,]-basis (e,
such that ()- ~’e (i-1,
a) hold.
By the definition of torsion, it is obvious that the matrices involved in the computation of v(K, L) corresponds to the matrices involved in computing v,(K, L) under g.. This completes the proof.
2. In this section, we shall prove two propositions concerning
covering spaces.
Let p" E-.B be a covering space, where E is connected and B is
connected, locally pathwise connected.
Proposition 1. Let C be a connected, locally pathwise connected
subspace of B, and F be a component in p-(C). Then the restriction
$=p IF" F-.C is a covering map.
Proof. For each point a e C, there is a connected open neighbourhood V in B which is covered evenly with respect to p. Put p-(V)
UV, and p" VV. Let us take V sufficiently small. Then U
V C is covered evenly with respect to i since
u,
-(u) ( v) p-(c)
where U V p-(C).
Using these connected neighbourhoods U, U, we can show that
$(F) and C--$(F) both are open sets in C. By connectedness Of C, we
have 5(F) C.
In particular, let p" E-.B be the universal covering. Then we
have"
Proposition 2. IF is isomorphic with Ker (i,’1VlC-TQB) under
Hence is a regular covering map.
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Proof. It is well known that p, is a monomorphism (cf. [2]). We
shall consider the ollowing commutative diagram of homotopy exact
sequences of pairs.

-0

i,

,Yr,(B, C)
hC--- rB
Since rE=0, we have i,$,-p,],=O. Therefore Im (/5,) Ker (i,).
By the lifting theorem [2] we can obtain that Ib, is onto. Using
exactness and commutativity of this diagram, we have that
-Ker (i,) is onto.
Corollary I (Hosokawa [1, Lemma 2]). If the map i, is a monomorphism, then F is the universal covering space over C.
3, Let (K, L) be a pair of CW-complexes and (M, N) (K, L) be
a pair of subcomplexes such that L and N are deformation retracts
K and M respectively, and let p" (:, ,)-(K, L) be the universal covering. Then we have an acyclic chain complex C(p-(M), p-(N)) consisting of free Z[K]-modules.
We take a basis of C(p-(M), p-(N)) as in 1 and define the torsion

v[C(p-(M), p-(N))] e Wh (K).
The tMlowing is the main theorem in this paper and a generalization of the consequence in the proof of sum theorem [3].
Theorem 2, Let k," Wh (Y:M)-Wh (K) be the homomorphism
induced by the natural homomorphism k" rM-K. Then we have
tc,v(M, N)--v[C(p-(M), p-(N))].
Proof, Let (M, N) be a pair of subcomplexes oi (p-(M), p-(N))
consisting o a component N in p-(N) and a component M in p-(M)
which contains N. By Propositions 1 and 2, =p[(M, N)’(M, N)
-(M, N) is a regular covering. Put G-,(rM)hM.
Since Ker(k)-G we can obtain the monomorphism h" hM/G
-7K. By choosing representative cells in p-(M) from the single
component M, we have h,v(M,N)=v[C(p-(M),p-(N))], where
h," Wh (M/G)-Wh (K) is induced by h.
On the other hand, it ollows from Theorem 1 that g,v(M, N)
--re(M, N), where g," Wh(M)-Wh(M/G). Hence k,v(M, N)
h,g,v(M, N)- h,ve(M, N)--v[C(p-(M), p-(N))].
Corollar), 2, Let (K,L) be a pair which is the sum of pairs
(K, L) and (K, L), where (K,L) (i=1,2) be the subcomplexes of
(K, L). And we put Ko-KK, Lo=LL.. Suppose that each L
is a deformation retract of K. Then L is a deformation retract of K
and
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r(K, L) ]l.r(K1, L1) + ]:.r(K., L0 ]0.r(K0, L0),
( )
where ]." Wh (rK)-*Wh (K) (i--O, 1, 2).
Remark. It is clear that this result is equivalent to the generalized sum theorem for the torsion of homotopy equivalences [1].
Proof. We first consider the short exact sequence of free Z[TrK]modules as in [3]
OC(p-(Ko), p-(Lo))C(p-l(K1), p-(L))C(p-I(K), p-l(L0)

-c(k, L)o,
where p" (k, L)(K, L) is the universal covering. And the torsion of
the middle term is the sum of the torsions of the two extreme terms.
Thus
rc(k, L)=r[C(p-(K), p-I(LO)C(p-(KO, p-(LO)]
rC(p-(Ko), p-(Lo))
=vC(p-(K1), p-I(LI)) + rC(p-(KO, p-(LO)
vC(p-(Ko), p-(Lo)).
By Theorem 2 we have vC(p-(Ki), p-(Li))-].v(K, L). Hence the
equality (.) holds.
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